Bayfield County Forestry & Parks Department

Forester: Andrew O’Krueg
Acres: 61

Twp: 50N Range: 6W Sec: 28,32,33
Compartment: 57,45

Soil: Sandy loam
Topography: Gently Rolling, Moderate Slopes
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Sale is being sold on a Ticket Scale Basis
Sale boundaries consist of red paint line or town road.
Unit A: Leave all purple marked trees and leave all conifer except balsam fir. Harvest all hardwood stems 2” and greater and all balsam fir 4” and greater.
Unit B: Harvest all orange marked trees and leave all other trees. Minimize damage to existing regen.
Unit C: The gaps are 1/3 acre in size. There are 12-16 purple painted trees on the perimeter with two dots facing in towards the gap with a purple slash on the backside of each tree. Harvest all hardwood stems 1” and greater. There are no trees marked for removal between gaps. However, operational trees may be taken focusing on the smallest and lowest quality trees. **No sale operations permitted between breakup and July 15th.**
Do not cut snags except for those that pose a safety hazard.
As noted on the map, there is a culvert to be replaced. Contractor is responsible for replacing the culvert with a culvert of equal size to the satisfaction of Bayfield County. Contractor is responsible for supplying the culvert.
To comply with the Best Management Practices for Invasive Species: Prior to moving equipment onto or off of the sale area, scrape or brush soil and debris from exterior surfaces to the extent practical.
Decking of wood along town roads will not be allowed without permission from Bayfield County.
If harvest will utilize the whole tree, 1 in 10 tops must be left scattered throughout the sale.
This contract requires County authorization for all road/landing construction and places a number of other requirements on road construction and closure.
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